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Abstract—Offline analysis pipelines have been developed and evaluated for the detection of covert attention from electroencephalography recordings, and the detection of overt attention in terms of eye movement based on electrooculographic measurements. Some additional analysis were done in order to prepare the pipelines for use in a real-time system. This real-time system and a game application in which these pipelines are to be used were implemented. The game is set in a virtual environment where player is a wildlife photographer on an uninhabited island. Overt attention is used to adjust the angle of the first person camera, when the player is tracking animals. When making a photograph, the animal will flee when it notices it is looked at directly, so covert attention is required to get a good shot. Future work will entail user tests with this system to evaluate usability, user experience, and characteristics of the signals related to overt and covert attention when used in such an immersive environment.

Index Terms—Multimodal interaction, brain-computer interfacing, covert attention, eye tracking, electroencephalography, electrooculography, virtual environment, usability, user experience.

I. INTRODUCTION

So far, most brain-computer interfaces seek to replace traditional input modalities, like mouse or keyboard. However, current electroencephalography-based brain-computer interfaces (EEG-based BCIs) have considerable problems: low speed, low detection accuracies which varies highly between users, low bandwidth, sensitivity to noise and movement, often requiring training, and expensive and cumbersome hardware [1]. These make it difficult to make such BCIs an interesting input method for able-bodied users.

Allison et al. mention a number of considerations for BCI applications for this healthy user group [1]. In this report we touch upon some of them (extending the term BCI to interface using neurophysiological signals):

- **Hybrid BCI**: using BCI in combination with other input signals, either as independent command signal or as a modifier of commands from other inputs.
- **Induced disability**: in circumstances where conventional interfaces are not usable, BCI could function as a replacement, or when they provide not enough bandwidth, BCI could function as an extra input channel.
- **Mapping between cognition and output**: make systems natural in their use by letting the system respond in a way that corresponds to what the user would expect. The interaction does not only consist of the system response however, but also of the user action [2]. Therefore, we would like to propose to extend this definition to include: to use brain activity or mental tasks that come naturally given the situation. This ensures that the system is most intuitive in the interaction, requiring no user learning or memorization.
- **Accessing otherwise unavailable information**: some processes have no outside expression (whether it is just a mental process, or the user is purposefully trying to inhibit such expressions), but could be detected from brain signals.

We developed a system that makes use of naturally-occurring neurophysiological activity to augment the user interaction with a virtual environment, which already uses conventional mouse and keyboard controllers, in a natural way. The main mode of feedback from any computer system is visual, through the computer screen, thus when looking for natural interaction it makes sense to look into tasks that are related to vision: overt and covert attention. Jacob and Karn mention that it is quite difficult to have the system respond to eye gaze in a natural way, which also happens in the real world [2]. The only example they give is human beings: people respond to being looked at, or what other people are looking at. In our prototype, we use this natural response by letting an animal flee when looked at directly. This induces a situational disability (animals cannot be looked at directly), which is solved by using covert attention to get a good view of the creature. But we also show another option for the natural mapping of eye input: when we move our eyes, our view changes. This natural mapping can be translated to adjusting a first person camera in a virtual environment based on the user’s eye movement.

Our report will first dive into covert and overt attention, providing background information, the design and evaluation of the pipelines for signal processing and classification, and answering issues related to the use of these pipelines in an online, real-time setting. After this, the whole system is described, with the game application in particular, followed by a description of the online user evaluation experiments we plan to do.

II. COVERT ATTENTION

Covert attention is the act of mentally focusing on a target without head or eye movements [3]. While overt attention is said to be an indication of place of focus, covert attention is a possible confound. By detecting both, all options for spatial attention are covered. There is also a theory that covert attention guides saccadic movement, and that it is possibly a mechanism to scan the visual field for points of interest [4].

Offline experiments have shown that when attention is directed to the left visual hemisphere, alpha activity decreases in the right posterior hemisphere while simultaneously increasing in the left hemisphere (and vice versa) [5]–[8]. It is also shown in [9]–[11] that not only left-right but also other directions of covert attention are strongly correlated with the posterior alpha.

Covert attention was measured using EEG. EEG and fNIRS are the most suitable methods for healthy users at the moment, because no
A. Methods

The experiment is covert attention to the four directions of visual hemifields with three different fixation points. The task is to fixate at each fixation point in the screen which is 70 cm away from the eye of the subject and covertly attend to the direction of the pre-specified arrow. See Figure 1 for a screen shot of the situation. There are three fixation points: left, middle, and right, with six degrees of visual angle distance between them. The target focus can be one of 5 positions: either the fixation point itself (neutral), or one of the four diagonal directions. The focus targets were placed diagonally as earlier research indicated that this is best discriminable [11].

Fifty trials were recorded for each of these conditions consisting of a fixation position and target position. A trial starts with half a second showing the fixation cross, then for half a second the focus position for covert attention is indicated with a yellow circle inside one of the five potential positions. The other positions remain visible as distractors. After a period of 2 seconds plus a random duration of up to half a second, an up or down arrow is shown in the focus position. The participant then has a short period of time to press the corresponding arrow button (arrow up or down). This task ensures that the focus area is relevant to the participant, which may increase their ability to detect, how many trials are needed for training, and how long the trial window needs to be for classification?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipeline</th>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Window</th>
<th>Feature Extraction</th>
<th>Normalization</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA1</td>
<td>occipito-parietal</td>
<td>0.5-2.0sec</td>
<td>CAR, bandpower 9-11Hz STFT, z-score normalization</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SVM (error cost: 2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA2</td>
<td>occipito-parietal</td>
<td>0.5-2.0sec</td>
<td>CAR, whitening, bandpower 9-11Hz STFT, z-score normalization</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SVM (error cost: 2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA3</td>
<td>occipito-parietal</td>
<td>0.5-2.0sec</td>
<td>CAR, bandpass 8-14Hz, whitening, covariance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>logistic regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA4</td>
<td>occipito-parietal</td>
<td>0.5-2.0sec</td>
<td>CAR, bandpower 9-11Hz STFT, z-score normalization</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SVM (error cost: 2.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Results

a) Which pipeline performs best?: The four pipelines that were tested were:

Pipeline CA1:
- channels: occipito-parietal
- window: 0.5-2.0sec relative to focus indication stimulus
- feature extraction: CAR, bandpower 9-11Hz STFT, z-score normalization
- classifier: SVM (error cost: 2.0)

Pipeline CA2 (CA1 with whitening, and different SVM error cost parameter):
- channels: occipito-parietal
- window: 0.5-2.0sec relative to focus indication stimulus
- feature extraction: CAR, whitening, bandpower 9-11Hz STFT, z-score normalization
- classifier: SVM (error cost: 2.1)

Pipeline CA3:
- channels: occipito-parietal
- downsample to 256Hz
- window: 0.5-2.0sec relative to focus indication stimulus
- feature extraction: CAR, bandpass 8-14Hz, whitening, covariance
- classifier: logistic regression

Pipeline CA4 (CA1 with different SVM error cost parameter):
- channels: occipito-parietal
- window: 0.5-2.0sec relative to focus indication stimulus
- feature extraction: CAR, bandpower 9-11Hz STFT, z-score normalization
- classifier: SVM (error cost: 2.0)

Table I shows the performance accuracies per pipeline on average but also per subject. CA3 outperforms all others with 67% and 40% on average on the same datasets for two and four-class classification respectively. As pipeline CA3 was implemented in Matlab and not in Python it cannot be applied in the online situation. So for the game,
we will opt for the second-best pipeline in the two-class case, which is CA4.

\textit{b) Does the position of the fixation point matter, with respect to the correlation of focus direction with parietal alpha, and with respect to detection accuracy?:} To answer this question, scalp plots were computed for each participant for each fixation position (left, middle, right), showing the relative difference in the alpha band (8–12 Hz) of each diagonal focus direction with the fixation point, see Figures 4-6. A time window from 0.5 to 2 seconds after the cue was used. The scalp plots were averaged over four subjects. The lateralization pattern is in line with what has been shown in literature [8], [9], [11]. As the eyes fixate on a different position, the excitation of the retina remains the same, and the mapping of the image to the occipital cortex is not expected to change. However, surprisingly, the patterns are a bit different for the different blocks, showing a migration of the alpha sources from one side to the other.

On average, there did not seem much of an accuracy difference between each of the fixation point conditions (28%, 30%, 32% and 30% for left, center, right, and pooled fixation points). When looking at our best participant however, we see an increase for the center fixation: 36% for left and right, 40% for pooled, but 45% for center fixation cross only.

\textit{c) Which directions can be detected?:} Results based on datasets recorded from 4 different participants analyzed with pipeline CA3 indicate a performance above random. For a 4-class situation (each of the four directions) yields a 40% performance accuracy on average, and 52% on our best participant. The samples for the three different fixation points were pooled, so the classes indicate the covert attention direction relative to fixation. Random for four classes would have been 25%. For the two-class situation the bottom and top targets were
merged to result in one class with samples to the left, and one class with samples to the right. For this, the average performance accuracy over 4 subjects with pipeline CA3 was 67%, with 78% for our best subject, against a random performance of 50% for two classes. The other pipelines show a similar pattern in performances, albeit slightly below the scores for CA3.

The classification performances for the different pairs of target directions (like top right vs. top left) were also analyzed. This confirms the information from literature that diagonally opposing targets (top left vs down right, and top right vs down left) are easier to distinguish than the other pairs.

d) How many trials are needed for training?: Figure 7 shows the two-class detection performance with pipeline CA3 for different training set sizes. The performance within the training set was evaluated using 10-fold cross validation. The plot shows no consistent increase in performance. After a peak at 120 trials, performance drops and flattens out.

e) What is the optimal window size?: For the online situation, preferably, the window size is minimal, because that way the data can be processed faster, which in turn could mean that updates can be computed more frequently. On the other hand, the classification accuracy is expected to be higher for longer window sizes (because you simply have more information).

Windows always start at 0.5 seconds after the stimulus, and then continue for the indicated window duration, except for the two-second window which starts at 0.0 seconds.

f) Does a blocked protocol yield a better performance?: In standard covert attention experiments there is only one fixation point, whereas in our experiment, this fixation point was randomized. To test whether this had unwanted side effects, we recorded one dataset which had the fixation points steady within each block, and one in which within a block this fixation point could jump around. The result was a 75% accuracy for both the blocked and not blocked condition of fixation points using pipeline CA3. Based on this one participant, there does not seem to be a difference between the two conditions.

C. Discussion and Conclusions

Pipeline CA3 (CAR, bandpass 8–14 Hz, whitening, covariance, logistic regression) performs best, but could not easily be translated from Matlab to Python. For the online situation we therefore decided to use the second best option: CA4, using CAR, bandpower 9–11 Hz STFT – adjusted to 8–14 Hz, z-score normalization, followed by an SVM classifier.

Different fixation points (left, middle, right) did not seem to have a significant impact on classification performance. When looking at the relative difference in parietal alpha between the focus direction and central fixation point, similar spatial patterns show which correspond to what is expected from literature. However, there also seems to be a migration of the alpha sources from one side to the other. Although the four-class performance is above random, for an online game situation performance should be at a usable level. For this reason we decided to use two-class covert attention in the game.

The number of windows in the training dataset, strangely enough, does not seem to have a large impact on the classification performance. The performance does increase from 20 to trials samples, but after that it drops again, stabilizing around the same performance is shown at around 90 trials. As this is evaluated with 10-fold cross validation, about 80 trials would be enough if all trials are used.

The larger the trial window, the higher the performance. This is to be expected, but less fortunate for the online situation: the longer the window size, the longer it will take to get feedback on that particular window. However, we did not test beyond a size of two seconds, and the test for two seconds could not start at 0.5 seconds as the other windows did. This makes it possible that there are task-related eye movements in those 0.5 seconds that increase the performance.

However, most of these results are based on relatively little data.

III. Eye Movement

According to Jacob and Karn, using eye movement provides a number of features that make it an interesting input modality. Eye movements are not as intentional as mouse and keyboard input. This means that it can provide information on an intentional but also on a more subconscious level. A side effect is the Midas Touch problem: not every eye gaze has intentional meaning, so the system should somehow discern what to react to, and what not. Eye movement is faster than other input modalities, and already indicates the user’s goal before any other action has been taken. Besides, no user training is required, as the relationship between the eye movement and the display is already established [2].
Bulling et al. distinguish between the following types of eye movements. Fixations are the stationary states of the eyes during which gaze is focusing on a particular point on the screen, lasting between 100 ms and 200 ms. Saccades are very quick eye movements between two fixation points. The duration of a saccade depends on the angular distance the eyes travel during this movement. For a distance of 20 degrees, the duration is between 10 ms and 100 ms. Eye blinks cause a huge variation in the potential in the vertical electrodes around the eyes, and lasts between 100 ms and 400 ms [12]. For our application, saccades are the most relevant type of movement to detect.

There are a number of methods to determine eye movement or eye gaze, for example with special contact lenses, infrared light reflections measured with video cameras, or with electrodes around the eyes. The last example is also called electrooculography (EOG). The electrodes measure the resting potential that is generated by the positive cornea (front of the eye) and negative retina (back of the eye). When the eye rotates, the dipole rotates as well. By positioning the electrodes around the eyes as shown in Figure 9, one bipolar signal will be an indication of vertical eye rotation and the other for the horizontal axis.

For this system, we decided to use EOG for eye tracking. EOG signal analysis requires very little processing power, and can easily be done in real-time. Although this method is not that suitable for tracking slow eye movements (that occur when following a moving object), for fast saccades it is very robust. EOG can be used in bad lighting conditions (although it works better with good lighting), and in combination with glasses. The participant does not need to be restricted in the orientation to the screen (though for absolute eye gaze, then the position of the head would need to be tracked separately), nor do they have to wear an uncomfortable video camera system firmly mounted on the head [2]. Also, it is easy to incorporate in a wearable and unobtrusive setup [12].

A. Pipeline

As described in [13], saccade detection can be used to construct an eye-tracker. The pipeline for eye movement is similar for both the vertical and horizontal EOG signals:

1) High pass filter (0.05 Hz) for drift correction which is very strong in the EOG signal.
2) Low pass filter (20 Hz) to reduce high frequency noise without affecting the eye movements.
3) Derivative in order to detect the rapid variations.
4) Thresholding to detect saccades and remove noise.
5) Integration in the saccade range which represents the features.
6) Linear regression between the angle and the integration result.
7) Conversion to x,y position.

The main steps are shown in Figures 10–13 and Figure 14.
Fig. 10
**EOG data is noisy and drifts over time.**

Fig. 11
**Filtered EOG data without the drift and high frequency noise.**

Fig. 12
**The high values of the derivatives indicate saccades.**

Fig. 13
**Integration of the above-threshold saccade derivative provides the input for the linear regression.**

Fig. 14
**The regression shows a high correlation between the parameter of each saccade and the jump in angle.**

B. Eye Blink Detection

The previous pipeline can be enhanced by eye blink detection and correction. Eye blinks cause large voltage changes in the vertical EOG signal, which result in a bad estimation of the current eye position.  

Inspired by [12], a template-based approach to eye blink detection was developed. There were EOG recordings with ten stimulus-based and hence unnatural eye blinks. Based on visual inspection, it was decided to use the EOG channel positioned right above the right eye for eye blink detection. The first five eye blinks were used to construct the initial template of 200 samples long (at a sample frequency of 512 Hz this is about 400 ms). The eye blink examples were aligned by taking a vertical offset such that the mean over time is zero.

This initial template was used to detect more natural eye blinks in the EOG data. Before determining the Euclidean distance between the template and the signal, the template was aligned using a vertical offset which minimizes the distance between the first and last ten samples of the template and the signal fragment under consideration. Figure 16 contains samples of EOG recordings from above the right eye of subject 6d and the corresponding Euclidean distance between the aligned template and the EOG data of the electrode above the right eye. Local minima in the distance below a threshold of 4000 mark the start of an eye blink.
These detected eye blinks were used to extend the eye blink examples to 35 and constructing a more realistic final eye blink template afterwards. The final eye blink template, see Figure 17, is used to construct an online eye blink detector.

For the online version, we only have a small sliding window to our disposal, which must be larger than the template size. Hence the template matching procedure has to be adapted, in particular the determination of a local minimum in the distance between the aligned template and the signal part. The start of an eye blink is now determined by a switch from decrease to increase (the first derivative changes sign) in the distance function and the constraint that the value of the local minimum is below the threshold. This threshold is dependent on the subject under consideration and can be determined by an online calibration.

Unfortunately, for this preliminary phase in the project, the eye blink detection and correction algorithm was not applied in the eye movement pipeline, because of time constraints.

C. Methods

The offline analysis protocol of the eye movement is twofold. In order to get enough data for training the linear regression, 25 trials were used. Each trial was composed of one target in the center of the screen and one of five possibilities: extreme top, bottom, left, right and center targets. For horizontal and vertical eye movement there are separate pipelines, and the regression is also trained separately – for the pipeline details refer to the Pipeline section above.

For evaluation 100 trials were assessed. Because the system will be used as a kind of eye mouse, the performance evaluation was based on the accuracy of the system at \( N \) centimeters maximum deviation from the target. The screen was divided in a 5 by 5 grid, resulting in 25 potential target positions, which were selected randomly. The jump between the center and the target (Figure 19) of each trial is considered correct when the Euclidean distance between the EOG-based estimation point on the screen and the actual point is lower than \( N \) centimeters.

These trials were recorded using the BioSemi ActiveTwo hardware, with flat active electrodes positioned according to Figure 9. The distance between the user and the screen was 70 cm.

D. Results

Regarding the horizontal movements, the results are quite good as shown in Table II. Figure 21 shows the precision at \( N \) for two participants (S4 and S5). The curve is sharply increasing which shows the precision of this technique. However, regarding the vertical movements, the results are less good (see Table II, Figures 20, 22, and 18, the plots are again based on the data of the two participants S4 and S5).
Trials
Angle in degrees
Horizontal jumps from center
System prediction
Ground truth
Fig. 19
The jumps between the center and the target provided by the system and the actual ones are quite similar for the horizontal axis.

Vertical jumps from center
System prediction
Ground truth
Fig. 20
The predictions of the system are quite less good than for the horizontal jumps.

E. Discussion and Conclusions

Horizontal eye movement appears to be easily detectable: at a precision within 4 centimeters, the accuracy is about perfect for the best half of the participants. Within 2 centimeters it is about 90%. For vertical eye movement, the performance is a little less good: around 80% for a precision within 2 centimeters.

Visual inspection of the vertical EOG data shows that sometimes there is no sign of the vertical movement when there should be one. Maybe the sensors were not positioned optimally. Also, the vertical distance is smaller than the horizontal distance, meaning that the eyes will turn less degrees, resulting in a smaller potential chance. Moreover, the eye blink detection was not applied in the pipeline. This should also improve performance.

We still need to evaluate the optimal window length for eye movement detection. The window step should be quite short, to give the user the sense of continuous interaction.

IV. Application and System

The previous sections describe the development and evaluation of the pipelines for covert and overt attention. The goal is to use these covert and overt attention paradigms in a setting which requires real-time input. For this, the pipelines need to require minimum user and system training, the training needs to be integrated within the game, and the signal analysis and classification needs to be fast enough for such an application. As for the application itself: it had to be a game that requires the two paradigms to be used, in a way that is intuitive to the user, and reacts to them in a realistic manner. This way it also serves as proof that such signals can be a valuable addition to a game, and that they allow for new types of games. This section will first describe the game, and then the system bringing it all together.

A. Wild Photoshoot

In the game that was developed, you are a wildlife photographer. On an uninhabited island, you try to make pictures of rare wild animals. But of course wild animals are not that easy to make a good photograph of. First you have to follow animal tracks over the
A screenshot of Wild Photoshoot in tracking mode: two animal footprints are showing in the center-bottom of the screen.

A screenshot of Wild Photoshoot in photoshoot mode: the animal is to the left, covert attention (focus square) is still neutral, and the eye gaze (fixation cross) is also centered.

The different components and communication between them within the Wild Photoshoot system.

The animal will appear to the left or right of the screen center. The classification of covert attention is divided into two classes: left and right. During the focus period, multiple covert attention classifications are performed. A simple majority vote determines the covert attention direction for the period. If the animal is on the same side as the covert attention, it will result in a nice wildlife photograph. If not, the user will have to try again. After five tries, the animal will notice and flee.

This is a game that uses multiple input modalities: mouse, keyboard, EOG-based overt attention, and EEG-based covert attention. It also creates situational disability for eye movement by letting the animal flee when looked at directly, introducing a natural need for covert attention. The mental tasks for both overt and covert attention come naturally given the situation, and the mapping to system response is based on real-world interaction as well. Finally through covert attention, we access information about the user that would not be available through other means.

B. System Design

Figure 25 shows how the different system components interact.

The user performs the user actions described in the previous section: looking by moving the eyes, and covertly attending without looking at the target directly. The user also interacts directly with the game through the keyboard to move around in the virtual environment.

EEG is measured in order to detect covert attention. EOG is measured to detect eye movement. This is done using Biosemi ActiveTwo hardware with 32 active electrodes, 7 additional flat-type electrodes on the skin, and separate CMS plus DRL. The raw data is sent over USB to the computer, where the Biosemi ActiView software sends the data over TCP/IP to the signal analysis software.

SnakeStream handles reading data from ActiView, passing the data in the appropriate formats to the signal analysis pipelines, and sending the prediction results from the pipelines on to the game environment of Wild Photoshoot. Snakestream works together well with the Golem and Psychic Python libraries, and supports the use of different markers and different sliding windows for each pipeline.

Within the game, keyboard input is used to move around the virtual world, eye movement to adjust the camera angle, and covert attention to shoot a great picture of the animal. The game can send markers to the EEG stream to give commands to the signal analysis software,
and to annotate the data for later offline analysis of the recordings. Because of limitations of the game engine software, it has to use the marker server to do this.

The marker server is a small application that receives marker values over TCP/IP and forwards them to the parallel port so it is added to the EEG stream. It also implements a simple queuing mechanism to ensure that markers do not get overwritten.

V. ONLINE EVALUATION

Due to time constraints, the online evaluation has not yet been executed. However, the preparations are ready. The online evaluation will look into two aspects. One is the influence of the online immersive situation on the signals measured and the classification performance for covert attention. The second is to evaluate the system usability and user experience when adding the eye movement camera adjustment to the interaction.

The goal is to run the main experiment for 10 participants. Each session will start with a recording of a clinical session, so we know for each participant what the theoretical performance is. This can then later be compared to the performance on the in-game training sessions. Next there will be two game sessions: one with eye movement and covert attention, and one with just covert attention where the camera is only adjusted by mouse. This way we can determine the effect of the eye movement based camera adjustment. After each game session there will be questionnaires to evaluate usability and user experience. The experimental design will be of a random crossover type, in which participants are randomly assigned to either the group where first only covert attention is used and secondly also eye movement or the group for which the order is inverted. This way possible learning or conditioning effects will be averaged out.

We will use two different questionnaires, administered to the participants in such a way that they only have to fill in one page with questions. The two different questionnaires are the SUS [14] and an adapted version of the presence questionnaire by Witmer et al. [15]. The SUS provides us with a standardized well validated scale that has been tested extensively in the field of HCI. For a more in-depth knowledge of the presence, immersion and control the user experiences within our game, we took the most interesting scales from the presence questionnaire and added some items particularly of interest to BCI research. Whereas normal input devices such as others, using eyes closed data to determine a personalized alpha band, and evaluating eye movement detection based on EEG without the need for separate EOG electrodes.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this project was to develop a prototype that uses naturally occurring neurophysiological activity for natural user tasks, applying them in a way that supports intuitive interaction, with natural system responses. Pipelines for overt and covert attention have been developed and evaluated. A game that uses them in an intuitive manner has been designed and implemented, as well as a platform that provides the communication glue between each of these components.

Covert attention into four directions is detectable, but not well enough to be used as such in a game. The current game therefore only uses two classes: left and right. Detection accuracy did not decrease significantly for different fixation points. Around 80 trials will be enough for a training set for two classes. Larger trial windows result in higher performances, but this has not been tested beyond 1.5 seconds.

Horizontal eye movement seems to be detectable quite well. Vertical eye movement seems a little bit more problematic: sometimes it does not show even though it is expected. This could be an inherent problem as the vertical distance between targets is smaller than the horizontal distance. Applying eye blink detection and correction could also improve performance. Optimal window length and training protocol still need to be determined.

However, most of these results are based on relatively little data. Analysis should be redone at a later stage, including all datasets. Possibly additional sets need to be recorded.

Other future work consists of performing the online experiments, perhaps implementing the CA3 pipeline that worked better than the others, using eyes closed data to determine a personalized alpha band, and evaluating eye movement detection based on EEG without the need for separate EOG electrodes.
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